
 
News from the Feminist Caucus, by Anne Burke, Chair 

 
The Indigenous Poets Society hosted a reading that casts a critical eye on Indigenous- 

Settler relations, celebrates our connection to land, explores Indigenous identity, uproots 

the source of community struggle, and finds hope within April 22nd 4:00 pm , The Aviar, 

from League member Rayanne Haines, with Nisha Patel and Adriana Onita, Edmonton 

Poetry Festival, 11342 - 64 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T5W 4H5. 

This month new members: Jenna Lyn Albert, Adèle Barclay, Roxanna Bennett, Carolyn 

Boll, Emily Davidson, Laurie Anne Fuhr, Adrienne Drobnies , Chantal Gibson, Juliette 

Blake Jacob, Melanie Janisse-Barlow, Josephine LoRe, Branka Petrovic, Trish Salah, and 

Suzanne Zelazo! 

Please plan to join us at the 2019 Annual Conference and Annual General Meeting, June 

7 – 9, 2019, in St. John’s, Newfoundland! The very popular 2019 Feminist Caucus Panel 

will prove to be a highlight. You are also welcome to attend the Caucus Business 

Meeting, so bring your suggestions, ideas, and topics for the 2020 Panel! 

 
A Living Archives chapbook is usually published each year to chronicle the work of the 

League of Canadian Poets Feminist Caucus. However, there have been some exceptions. 

There was a recent call for submissions of poetry and prose from League members who 

support the goals and objectives of the Caucus. While there was no compensation for 

participation in the chapbook, contributors were offered three complementary copies of 

the hand-sewn book. The project has been modified. 

 

In June 2018, the Feminist Caucus presented a panel called "Remembering Forward", 

which brought together four poets who strongly identify with the term "feminist". The 

panelists were guided by moderator Margo Tamez and discussed what feminism meant to 

them, how they found feminism (or how feminism found them), what issues resonated 

with them, and the differences and similarities of feminism across generations. Panelists 

Charlie Petch and I spoke in conversation with each other about feminism and have 

contributed  to that dialogue. Although the chapbook publication timeline has been 

adjusted, we hope to chronicle the 2018 panel. Other League members who identify as 

feminists may be part of the ongoing journey. 

 

Lit Feminist has an archives now:  

• 04/05/2019 - Call for submissions: reflecting on intergenerational feminism 

• 10/26/2017 - Lit Feminist: Fall updates from the Feminist Caucus 

• 07/07/2017 - Vote on the revised Feminist Caucus mission statement 

 

 



 

 Adèle Barclay’s poems have appeared in The 

Fiddlehead, PRISM international, Matrix, The Pinch 

and others. Her debut poetry collection, If I Were in a 

Cage I’d Reach Out for You, published by Nightwood 

Editions in 2016, was the winner of the 2017 Dorothy 

Livesay Poetry Prize and was also shortlisted for the 

2015 Robert Kroetsch Award for Innovative Poetry. 

She received the Walrus Poetry Prize Reader's Choice 

Award in 2016, and was the winner of the 2016 

LitPop Award for Poetry. She is the Interviews Editor at The Rusty Toque. 

 

Author Carolyn Boll - Social Dance, A Book Of Ballroom 

Poetry was published by Sally Jane Books, the new specialty 

imprint from Headmistress Press. Informed by her background 

as a dancer and choreographer, Carolyn Boll’s work is a 

thoroughly engaging partnership among words, dance, music 

and image, and is accessible to anyone who believes in their 

hearts that #loveislove  

 

She  is a writer based in Montreal, Canada. Her poems have 

appeared in The Gay & Lesbian Review and Lavender Review and her short story "Do 

You Know the Way" appeared in the LGBTQ issue of Mayday Magazine. She has 

attended writing retreats at the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown, and is a graduate 

of the Humber School for Writers Post-Graduate Mentorship program.  

 

LAVENDER REVIEW: LESBIAN POETRY & ART  
You can order any (or all!) of our books at our Headmistress Store. Our 

books are also available internationally at Amazon and in countless 

other online venues, including Barnes & Noble and IndieBooks. 

Bookstores and teachers can purchase our books through Ingram, 

NACSCORP, and others. But as an independent press, we'd like you to 

know that we get more of your money if you order directly through our 

Headmistress Store, second Amazon, and a distant third everyone else.  

 
In these troubled times, celebrating the lives and work of lesbian poets and artists is more 

necessary than ever. Headmistress Press promises to continue through troubled times and 

good times to publish and celebrate lesbian poetry and art, and be on the front lines of 

fighting for LGBT lives 

 

 



 

 

                                                                                                     

 

Branka Petrovic is the author of Mechanics of a 

Gaze (Mansfield Press, 2017). She holds a B.A. in 

English Literature and Philosophy from McGill 

University and an M.A. in English Literature and 

Creative Writing from Concordia University. Her 

manuscript was a collection of ekphrastic poems. 

She was co-Editor-in-Chief of Headlight 

Anthology and her poetry has appeared in 

Branch,Magazine, Contemporary Verse 2, The 

Malahat Review, The Fiddlehead, The Antigonish Review, and The New Quarterly, 

among others. Her work was long-listed for the 2012 and 2015 CBC Poetry Prize and the 

2016-2017 Ralph Gustafson Prize for the Best Poem. It was also shortlisted for the 2013 

Gwendolyn MacEwen Poetry Competition. In 2016, she won second prize at the Great 

Blue Heron Poetry Contest. Born in Belgrade, she lives and writes in Montreal. 

 

 
Adrienne Drobnies has a doctorate in chemistry from the 

University of California at Berkeley; she has worked at Simon 

Fraser University and the Genome Sciences Centre in 

Vancouver. Her origins are in Texas and California and she 

has spent most of her life in Toronto and Vancouver. A 

graduate of the Simon Fraser University Writer’s Studio, her 

poetry has appeared in Canadian literary magazines, including 

The Antigonish Review, Event, Riddle Fence, The Toronto 

Quarterly, and The Maynard, as well as The Cider Press Review 

and Sow’s Ear Review in the U.S., and Popshot Magazine in the UK. She is an editor of a 

collection of poetry in French, Poèmes sur Mesure, by Alain Fournier. Her poetry 

received honourable mention in the Compton Poetry Prize and was shortlisted for the 

2015 Vallum Award for poetry. Her long poem “Randonnées” won the Gwendolyn 

MacEwen Award for Best Suite of Poems by an Emerging Poet and was a finalist for the 

CBC literary award for poetry.       

                                

Jenna Lyn Albert is a poet, cat enthusiast, and proud acadienne 

living in Fredericton, New Brunswick. A recent graduate of the 

University of New Brunswick’s Creative Writing program, her 

poetry has appeared in many Canadian literary magazines such as 

The Malahat Review, The Puritan, Riddle Fence, and The Temz 

Review. Albert is a member of The Fiddlehead’s editorial board, 

poetry editor of Qwerty, and a first reader for Goose Lane Editions’ Icehouse poetry 

imprint. Her debut collection of poetry, Bec & Call, was published with Nightwood 

Editions in September 2018. She is currently serving a two-year term as the City of 

Fredericton’s Poet Laureate (2019-2020). 



 
 
Roxanna Bennett gratefully lives on the traditional territory 

of the Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation and in the 

territory covered by the Williams Treaties (Whitby, Ontario). 

She is a disabled poet and the author of unseen 

garden (chapbook, knife | fork | book, 2018),  The 

Uncertainty Principle (Tightrope Books, 2014) 

and Unmeaningable, forthcoming from Gordon Hill Press in 

fall 2019. She studied experimental arts at the Ontario 

College of Art and Design and creative writing at the 

University of Toronto. She lives in Whitby, Ontario. 

 

https://roxanna-bennett.squarespace.com/blog 

 
 Emily Davidson is a writer from Saint John, 

New Brunswick. Her poetry has appeared in 

publications including Arc, CV2, Descant, The 

Fiddlehead, Room, subTerrain, and The Best 

Canadian Poetry 2015. Her fiction has appeared 

in Grain and Maisonneuve and was short-listed 

for The Malahat Review’s 2013 Far Horizons 

Award for Short Fiction. She writes literary 

reviews for Arc and Poetry is Dead. Emily resides 

in Vancouver, British Columbia, on the unceded territories of the 

Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations. She holds an MFA in Creative 

Writing from the University of British Columbia. 

 
Laurie Anne Fuhr is a poet and singer-songwriter now 

living in Calgary. She has lived in Ottawa, Winnipeg, Cold 

Lake, and Germany as a military brat. Her first book, night 

flying, was released in Fall 2018 from Frontenac House 

(Calgary), and her first EP, love in the digital age, is 

available on Bandcamp. Laurie’s poetry has been published 

in various magazines and anthologies, and her manuscript for 

night flying was shortlisted for the Robert Kroetsch Award 

for Innovative Poetry. In Calgary, she instructs poetry at the 

Alexandra Writers Centre Society, organizes and hosts the 

Single Onion Open Mic, and daylights in secretarial and security. Laurie also plays 

upright bass in a lyrics-driven 7-piece Eastern European folk and post-punk band called 

Total Gadjos. Connect with Laurie via @Multimodalpoet on Instagram and Facebook. 
 

Her writing has been published in anthologies such as Rogue Stimulus: 

The Stephen Harper Holiday Anthology for a Prorogued Parliament 

(Mansfield Press 2010), Leonard Cohen: You’re Our Man (Foundation 

for Public Poetry Montreal, 2009), and in periodicals in Canada and 



abroad like THIS Magazine, White Wall Review, Carleton Arts Review, Nod Magazine, 

Go! Magazine (San Francisco), and Journal of Literature & Aesthetics (India). She used 

to live in Germany, Cold Lake, Ottawa, and Winnipeg, but has lived in Calgary since 

2004, serving as Managing Editor for filling Station Magazine from 2008-2011.  
 

Chantal Gibson is an artist-educator living in Vancouver with 

ancestral roots in Nova Scotia. Her visual art collection Historical 

In(ter)ventions, a series of altered history book sculptures, 

dismantles text to highlight language as a colonial mechanism of 

oppression. How She Read is another altered book, a genre-blurring 

extension of her artistic practice. Sculpting black text against a white 

page, her poems forge new spaces that challenge historic 

representations of Black womanhood and Otherness in the Canadian 

cultural imagination. 

 

How She Read is Gibson’s debut book of poetry. Her work has been 

published in Room magazine and Making Room: 40 years of Room 

Magazine (Caitlin Press, 2017), and she was shortlisted for PRISM 

magazine’s 2017 Poetry Prize. An award-winning teacher, she teaches 

writing and visual communication in the School of Interactive Arts & 

Technology at Simon Fraser University. 

 

 

Juliette Blake Jacob is a queer spoken-word poet, a Canadian Individual Poetry Slam 

semi-finalist, and a storyteller living in the Pacific Northwest. Her poetry focuses on 

science, community, and transformation, and her aspiration is to make audiences feel 

existentially comfortable and find their way home. She holds a university education in 

leadership and literature, has contributed to a number of anthologies and journals, and 

conducts guest lectures and workshops. Her first book of poetry, "Unreservedly 

Beloved", is scheduled for release in late 2019. 

Melanie Janisse-Barlow is a poet and artist. Her first collection of poetry, Orioles in the 

Oranges (Guernica, 2009), was listed for the Relit Award, and her essay poems, 

entitled Detroit, were listed in Best American Essays in 2013. Over the past eight years 

she has published poems, reviews and essays in a variety of anthologies and journals 

across Canada and the US. She is close to completing her second poetry 

manuscript, Thicket. Janisse-Barlow works full time as a painter. Her practice 

includes The Poets Series (www.poets-series-project.com) —a popular portraiture series 

of contemporary poets. She lives between her home in Windsor, Ontario and her wooden 

boat Kalinka in Toronto, Ontario. Kalinka is the subject of a new memoir, currently 

underway. 



Josephine LoRe’s poetry has appeared in the following Canadian, American and British 

print and on-line publications: Haiku Canada anthologies, including Wordless, Wax 

Poetry and Art, Autumn Moon Haiku, Still Point Arts Quarterly, Ephemerae. 

In the Spring of 2018, Loft112 published her first chapbook, Unity, a collection of poetry, 

photography and short fiction. She won the Norma Epstein Prize for Poetry at University 

College and has been Feature Poet at Woolf's Voices, Single Onion’s Café Blanca, 

Filling Station’s Flywheel series, Poetry at La Pâtisserie and ShelfLife Books.  She also 

reads short fiction at Owl’s Nest books Unplugged series. 

Josephine has an Maîtrise en Arts (MA) in Comparative Literature from l'Université de 

Rouen in France and an Honours Bachelor of Arts in Modern Languages and Literature 

from the University of Toronto.  She also has a Bachelor of Education from l'Université 

Laurentienne in Sudbury, and is cleverly disguised as a French Immersion teacher 

(grades 7-9) by day. 

She participated in a writing retreat at the Banff Center for Arts and Creativity, through 

the Writers’ Guild of Alberta to create a poetry manuscript; February 2019. She is 

registered to participate in the W.O. Mitchell writing retreat offered by the Alexandra 

Writers’ Centre Society in May 2019. 

Website: jolore62.wixsite.com/josephinelore 

 

Trish Salah is an Arab Canadian writer, activist, cultural critic, 

and university professor. Her first volume of poetry, Wanting in 

Arabic, was published in 2002 by TSAR Publications and 

reissued in a new edition in 2013. Her second book, Lyric 

Sexology Vol. 1 was released by Roof Books in 2014. A new 

Canadian edition was released by Metonymy Press in 2017.  

Salah was born and raised in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and is of Lebanese and Irish Canadian 

heritage. She studied creative writing at Concordia University in Montreal, Quebec, and 

subsequently completed a Ph.D. in English Literature at York University in Toronto, 

Ontario. While a teaching assistant at York, Salah was politically active in the Canadian 

Union of Public Employees as the first transgender representative to their National Pink 

Triangle Committee. She currently teaches in Gender Studies at Queen's University. Her 

creative and scholarly work addresses transgender and transsexual politics and 

experience, diasporic Arab identity and culture, anti-racism, queer politics and economic 

and social justice. Her poetry moves between and combines traditional and experimental 

forms. The 2013 edition of Wanting in Arabic won the Lambda Literary Award for 

Transgender Fiction at the 26th Lambda Literary Awards in 2014. In 2018, she was 

named a finalist for the Dayne Ogilvie Prize for Canadian LGBTQ writers.  

 

 



Suzanne Zelazo is a poet, editor, educator, and publisher in the 

visual and literary arts, as well as in sport. She is the author of the 

poetry collection Parlance (Coach House) and is the co-editor of 

Body Sweats: The Uncensored Writings of Baroness Elsa von 

Freytag-Loringhoven (MIT Press) as well as Crystal Flowers: Poems 

and a Libretto by Florine Stettheimer (BookThug). She holds a Ph.D. 

in English with a specialty in female modernism and avant garde 

poetry and performance. Her projects seek to integrate creative 

expression and the body.  

                                              
Known as Dr. Suzanne Zelazo, she holds a Ph.D. in English from 

York University (2007) and an MA in English from Queen’s 

University (2000). She held a Postdoctoral Fellowship at Ryerson 

(2008-2011), exploring experimental women writers and poets. The 

research, which was supervised by Dr. Irene Gammel, led to the 

publication of two major co-edited volumes of poetry (both books 

noted in the New York Times), and of scholarly articles exploring the 

extent to which the physicality of the female body merges with the 

artist's textual/artistic body. Dr. Zelazo is also the founder and past 

editor-in-chief of the literary magazine Queen Street Quarterly (Toronto). Additionally, 

she has worked as the Creative Director for Sparks Ink, a publishing arm of Sparks 

Productions specializing in integrated arts books, and as the Managing Editor of 

Triathlon Magazine Canada. At the MLC Research Centre, Dr. Zelazo pursues scholarly 

and creative collaborations with Dr. Gammel and her team as a Research Associate. 

 
New from 

Dagger Editions 
Canada's Queer Women's Imprint, published by Caitlin Press 

 

 Free to a Good Home is evidence of writer and adventurer Jules 

Torti's life-long commitment to feeling at home where it mattered 

most: within herself. From Ontario to Vancouver and beyond, Torti 

found that homesickness took up its own residence in her 

identity. While she longed for a home of bricks and mortar (or log or 

stone), she knew her greatest sense of home was to be found in a 

person, the missing her. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chenille or Silk is a startling first collection of confessional poetry 

from Emma McKenna. The collection asserts the primacy of 

intimacy and sexuality to subjectivity, as the poems move through 

the struggle to find identity, love and belonging in an urban queer 

community’s ever-shifting economy of desire.  

 

Emma McKenna reads at Epic Books on May 2.                                                   

 
 

 

Awards 
 

�  The Small Way, by Onjana Yawnghwe, is a finalist for the 2019 Dorothy Livesay 

Poetry Prize  
�  The Brightest Thing author Ruth Daniell talks fairy tales and writing routines on All 

Lit Up's Writer's Block  
�  BC Studies reviews Alejandro Frid's thoughtful and optimistic A World for my 

Daughter  

�  Cascadia Magazine features two poems from Fiona Tinwei Lam's Odes & Laments, 

coming this Fall. 


